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ABOUT THE
PROJECT
Beginning in November 2018, this Erasmus+KA2 project
took place over 2 1/2 years in which 5 organisations over 4
European Countries, all leaders in their fields, came
together to coproduce a brand new, and unique Drama
program - which is based on multimedia and informal
drama learning activities. SCRIPT nurtures and develops
the learning and emotional needs of Europe’s most
excluded young people. Innovatively designed for youth
work practitioners, specifically when engaging with socially
excluded young people aged 18-25, SCRIPT is transversal in
its ability to work in a plethora of outreach settings,
including but not limited to young offenders institutions,
prisons, probation centres, youth and community centres
During the lifespan of this 2 1/2 year project, the 5 lead
organisations in the UK, Romania, Greece & Spain
communicated with socially excluded young people, youth
workers and stakeholders to collaboratively develop, test
and imbed a set of mutually reinforcing coproduced
informal learning resources.
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These included –

The SCRIPT Handbook – a program of interactive drama
exercises and multimedia techniques, which will give
socially excluded young people a platform to design,
create, perform and produce their own Pod Play.
ME – A self-validation toolkit for the young people taking
part, enabling them to track their progress and skills
learnt throughout SCRIPT.
JOURNEY - An impact assessment for youth work
practitioners, delivery settings and stakeholders
delivering the SCRIPT program.
EQUIP – A training module for youth work practitioners,
providing practical tips and advice to prepare, support
and enrich their practice when delivering the SCRIPT
curriculum in a variety of outreach settings.
For more information about the project, it’s resources, and
the organisations involved please visit www.scripteu.com or
follow #SCRIPTEU on Twitter and Instagram, and take part in
the discussion and share your SCRIPT experience!
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The SCRIPT curriculum is for experienced youth work practitioners
looking to:
extend their outreach youth work provision
enrich their informal learning offering
use combined creative and digital learning as a new
engagement tool for marginalised young people

The role of a SCRIPT educator is not an easy one, but it is rewarding!
You will need to be a creative facilitator of the methodology, an
evaluator of the process, and a mentor to the young people
participating. 60 european young people aged 18-25 who engaged in
active research in the co-production of SCRIPT said that patience
and understanding are THE most important qualities needed of a
SCRIPT facilitator.
You will need to be patient and understanding of
The young people participating, and their complex needs
The delivery setting, and it’s possibilities and limitations
The learning challenges that you as the educators, and the
learners will tackle together.
EQUIP is an informal training module for experienced youth work
practitioners which will provide practical hints and tips to prepare,
support and enrich the multi-role practice which is needed when
delivering the SCRIPT curriculum.
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The SCRIPT resource package has been created through
codevelopment and coproduction on a European level, with young
people, youth workers and stakeholders alike, and from the results of
piloting in a variety of outreach settings, including prisons, young
offenders institutions, residential rehab facilities and community
centres, and is by nature, a transversal, flexible, organic and informal
learning program.
Reflecting the methodology, EQUIP is not an instruction manual of
how to run a SCRIPT program. Rather, what EQUIP will provide is a
‘hand holding’ of the user through each stage of the curriculum,
supporting SCRIPT educators with ideas on how to maximise the
potential of the SCRIPT Handbook, providing advice on the day to day
challenges of delivering SCRIPT, as well as advice on maintaining
meaningful engagement and progression from the marginalised young
people taking part throughout every stage of the process.
EQUIP can be utilised and re-visited at any stage of the SCRIPT
process, however we recommend completing EQUIP in its entirety in
the preliminary planning stages, before you begin your first session of
the SCRIPT Handbook.
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EQUIP can be completed in a group setting, or individually, and has
been divided logically into modules :
1. Management of Groups
2. Confidence
3. Communication and Understanding
4. Creating the Content
5. Digital RecordingModules
The modules are in relation to the different stages within the SCRIPT
Handbook. Each module contains an introduction, hints and tips, real life
case studies from youth workers and young people, exercises, and
situational films which have been coproduced by young people and
youth workers alike who have lived experience of SCRIPT.
To watch the films, either click on the link provided, or simply scan the
corresponding QR code.
Although EQUIP is specific to the delivery of the SCRIPT curriculum, the
modules reflect the transversal nature of the methodology, and hints
and tips may also be adapted and utilised by youth workers when
engaging with marginalised young people in informal learning generally.
As the SCRIPT methodology is reflective of a process of European
coproduction,
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EQUIP will not detail safeguarding procedure. We stress the
importance of educators adhering to their specific country guidlines,
delivery setting and organisation safeguarding procedures when
implementing the SCRIPT curriculum. More information on
safeguarding guidelines can be found within the SCRIPT Handbook.
We also recommend completing a baseline needs assessment for young
people participating in SCRIPT. A SCRIPT baseline needs assessment
has been annexed to this module, however please feel free to use your
own template if you feel more comfortable. EQUIP is by no means an
all-encompassing definitive guide of the range of challenges a SCRIPT
facilitator may face, but please feel free to visit the SCRIPT website
www.scripteu.com or use #SCRIPTEU on Twitter and Instagram to take
part in discussions, and share your SCRIPT experience.

ERASMUS+ Project Number 2018-2-UK01-KA205-048387
The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute
an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the
commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information
contained therein.
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Why SCRIPT? Well….

26 million young people were at risk of poverty or social
exclusion in 2014 across Europe. 65.6% of children of parents
with at most pre-primary and lower secondary education were
at risk and 34.7% of adults with at most lower secondary
educational attainment were at risk or poverty or social
exclusion in 2015. Since then, the number of people at risk of
poverty or social exclusion has significantly increased in most
member states. (Better In Europe, 2015)
"Youth unemployment is a European-wide phenomenon... and
NEET rates are alarmingly high" (Better in Europe, 2015).
Criminologists have concluded that such extensive poverty and
social exclusion is a "...strong driver of offending amongst young
people." (McAra and McVie, 2016). With perpetration of crime
leading to further social exclusion (Hodgson, 2016). 88% of
young offenders are early school leavers, with half of young
offenders aged 15-17 having a literacy level of level of between
7-11 years of age. (Grayling, 2013)
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Young people (aged 18-25) have been found to be at the
greatest risk of marginalisation in European statistical analysis
(Better in Europe, 2015).
Interdisciplinary research on the subject has found that this age
is a particularly crucial and sensitive time in a young person's
life, "...with wide ranging transitions, which can have a significant
impact on the trajectory of their lives and on the likelihood of
whether they engage in criminal activities." (Better in Europe,
2015).
However, sociological and criminological understandings of
desistance from crime agree that new capacities,
responsibilities and values reduce both the acceptance and the
attractiveness of criminality (Better in Europe, 2015).
More over, "...new social roles and increased social inclusion and
connection reduce marginalisation and criminal opportunities;
these new achievements come to be regarded as something of
value... and result in a new self image and self perception."
(Better in Europe, 2015)
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The power of using drama and creativity based learning
programs to tackle social exclusion - particularly when
engaging with young offenders, those risk of offending and
marginalised young people, is championed by most
sociologists and criminologists, as an effective means to
counteract their sense of isolation and exclusion. (Matarosso,
1997; Peaker and Pratt, 1990 and 1996). There is also a wealth
of evidence showing that involvement in co-operative drama
often has lasting effects on the social development of all
participants, including their sense of self-worth, their respect
for and co-operation with others, and their self-determination.
(Phillips, 1997; Matarosso, 1997).

Although there are many drama based projects across Europe
engaging with children and young people, there are limited
learning tools and provisions for outreach youth practitioners
working with the crucial, older age range of 18-25 years.
Similarly, there are many drama projects and digital projects
for young people, should the young people be able to come
into a centre/theatre/studio, - but there is a lack of
provision/programs which can be used in outreach delivery.
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SCRIPT addresses these two European needs. Supporting the
aims of the New Skills Agenda for Europe (2016), and the
recognized need to increase digital competencies, uniquely
SCRIPT combines the proven effectiveness of a drama and
performance based learning, with digital upskilling.In this
way,
SCRIPT provides new, informal learning opportunities for
marginalised young people to –
- Develop their transferable skills, including the 4 EU
competencies –
Social and civic;
Learning to learn;
Sense of initiative
Digital competence
Thus, improving their emotional and educational readiness to
take different pathways intoinformal/nonformal learning,
formal education,
volunteering
employment.
For further reading, please check out our ‘Suggested
Publications’ annexed at the end of EQUIP.
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INTRODUCTION
Assessing and managing the group dynamics is the first task
you will be faced with, and one which will continue throughout
the SCRIPT curriculum. When engaging with marginalised
young people, group dynamics can be tricky, and change very
quickly!
There are many variables and factors which can effect group
dynamics, both initially, for example:
do the young people know each other or not?
does the youth worker know the young people?
how many young people do you have within your group?
how many youth workers will be delivering the program?
what are the ages, background and learning and emotional
needs of the young people?
the delivery setting – i.e prison, community centre etc, and
how this emotionally and physically effects the participants

-

And throughout the process, for example –
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loss of group members
new young people joining the process mid way
individual and group responses to different SCRIPT
learning challenges
managing differing creative ideas
disagreements within the sessions
external factors effecting group members
including those from peers, family, delivery setting, and
external agencies.
The role of the SCRIPT educator throughout the process is to
be a point of calm and stability for the young people, whilst
continually assess the fluctuating dynamics of the group at the
beginning, end and during the SCRIPT sessions, remaining
receptive and vigilant to change. This is in order to ensure the safety of both the facilitators and young people
participating
ensure effective, meaningful and supported engagement
for every young person participating.
Exercises contained within the SCRIPT Handbook in the
‘Management of Groups’ section will provide the facilitator with
the means to assess these group dynamics, in order to prepare
and/or adapt the session accordingly.
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Baseline needs assessment Practitioners should complete a baseline needs assessment
with every participant at the beginning of the process as to gain
a better understanding of any needs that participants may have
that will effect their engagement levels, relationships between
the participants within the group, and establish any further
support they may need. A SCRIPT baseline needs assessment
has been annexed to this module, however please feel free to
use your own template if you feel more comfortable;
Work with what you have Establish a support framework within the delivery setting,
utilizing the roles and responsibilities of existing agencies
wherever possible.
It is important to have clear communication within the delivery
setting to
1. Allow the facilitator to be aware of any incidents which may
happen away from the session, when practitioners are not in
attendance. It is possible there may have been an incident
during a period between sessions that may have an impact
on an individual or the group as a whole.
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2. If there is an incident in the session (eg a disclosure or a
disagreement between participants) a clear line of communication
and support framework within the delivery setting will ensure the
young people participating have a network of support away from the
session.
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Which Room?
The room in which you deliver the sessions can have a huge
impact upon the group dynamics. Whilst we understand many
SCRIPT educators may not have the luxury of a choice of
delivery rooms (and those of you that do – lucky you!), we
suggest trying to secure a room in which you and your
participants will not be disturbed during the session. If you do
not have the option of choosing your delivery room, it’s worth
considering before hand how different factors may effect the
mood and engagement of the group, for example, consider–
1. The size of the room, in relation to the number of participants
and the exercises you have planned
2. Is it a space in which the participants are familiar with?
3. Is the room used by anyone else?
4. Can your participants be overheard/seen by others
5. Will you be in this room for all of your sessions?
While we recognise that some delivery rooms may be far from
ideal, it is important that the facilitator remains positive in front
of the young people.
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Warm Up!
Always start every session with a ‘warm up’ exercise. These can
take the form of those suggested in the ‘Management of
Groups’ or ‘Communication’ section of the Handbook, or can be
as simple as beginning each session with basic stretching or
breathing exercises. This will not only signal the beginning of
the session, and focus the young people, but will enable the
facilitator to immediately assess the mood of both the
individuals, and the group as a whole.
The warm up exercises should always be fun and as light
hearted as possible. This is for 2 reasons –
1. The SCRIPT program should be fun! A fun start to the session
will set the tone for the rest of the session’s tasks, and, in turn,
the level of engagement from the young people.
2. During the warm up exercises, it is often the time when the
young people will ‘hint’ at other things which may have
happened away from the session which could effect their
engagement (positively or negatively), i.e, either at home, or
with their peers – but they will only do this when they are
relaxed!
Because of this, during warm up exercises, the facilitator should
remain receptive and open to communicate and discuss.
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Group Agreements
During your first SCRIPT session, we strongly recommend sitting
down as a group (young people and facilitators included) and
collectively create a set of Group Agreements – a set of
guidelines for how you will all work together during the SCRIPT
process.
For example, one agreement may be to ‘Never raise your voice
to another group member in the session’. It is important to
stress to the group that the agreements can be added to at any
time during the process, and we would also recommend
displaying the agreements somewhere visible in every session.
In this way, the whole group (young people and facilitators
alike) can take ownership and responsibility of their own
individual and collective conduct, laying the ground work for the
group to eventually ‘self manage’ their conduct – one less thing
for you to worry about!
As the Group Agreements are created by all the group
members, it also results in a bespoke set of guidelines specific
for the needs of that that particular group, it’s members, and the
delivery setting.
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‘We’ve started, so we’ll finish!’
It is inevitable that your participants may engage more with
some exercises, than others. This may also fluctuate – i.e 1
exercise which worked really well in the last couple of sessions
may not be a ‘hit’ in every session. This is why the SCRIPT
Handbook contains a range of exercises for each stage of the
process… But when this does happen, it is vitally important that
as SCRIPT facilitator you finish the exercise that you have
started.
This is for a number of reasons –
1. The young people may become more confident and engaged
as the exercise progresses. By abandoning it mid way through,
you will never now what could be achieved.
2. Some of the young people may be more engaged than others
within the group, and their engagement should be respected,
and commitment praised.
3. We’re leading by example – when things get tough, we keep
going!
4. Abandoning an exercise before completion can be seen by
the young people the facilitator has ‘lost control’ of the group…
this can create a loss of confidence from the young people in
your ability to lead them through the process, and will make it
more difficult for you to steer the rest of the sessions.
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Let’s Dance
Music can be used throughout different stages of the
process to achieve different outcomes, which will be
discussed throughout the relevant modules. In terms of
group management, music can played at different times
within the session, i.e –
1. As participants are entering the delivery room/space.
2. Once all participants have arrived, to mark the beginning
of the session and/or to underscore the warm up
exercise/s.
3. During break times within the session
4. Underscore ‘Creating the Content’ exercises – please see
relevant module.
5. To mark the end of the session.
The type of music you play, and when and where you play
it can achieve different responses from your young people,
for example:
1. Playing music that your participants like at the beginning
of the session can create a sense of ownership and ‘safe
space’ for them, marking a different atmosphere within the
session, from that outside - i.e the rest of the delivery
setting/community/homelife.
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2. Playing ‘tonal’ music to mark the beginning of the
session can create focus within the participants.
3. Taking ‘requests’ as to what music to play in the
following session can act as a reward for ‘good work’, and
again, keeps the process fun!
4. Using music to underscore exercise can promote and
enhance creative thinking and development – please see
‘Creating the Content’ module.
5. At the beginning, end and during break times are when
you are most likely for the young people to come and chat
to you, discuss what they are enjoying and finding difficult
(both in and away from the session), and potentially
disclose information to you.
By playing music at the beginning, end and during break
times, it creates a relaxing, fun atmosphere, as well as
allowing for more private conversations to take place too.
This list is by no means exhaustive. We encourage you to
have a think of ways in which music would aid your young
people’s engagement level, creative thinking, and most
importantly, enjoyment!
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Incentives
At the beginning of the process, you may find that your
young people may need some ‘convincing’ to attend
SCRIPT sessions. This may be particularly prevalent if you
are delivering in a community setting, as opposed to a
secure setting (e.g a prison), or if you are delivering
sessions in the evenings or weekends.
You should find that as the process continues, the
participants become more invested in the project, the Pod
Play and their learning, and therefore, their commitment
will improve. Before this has happens however, if they still
need further encouragement, never underestimate the
power of food! Providing sweets, crisps, soft drinks, even
pizza are all tried and tested methods, and very effective
incentives for attendance and engagement
Celebrate every little success of the group
In order to motivate the group and to foster the cohesion,
it is important to validate every little success in the process
that the participants of the group accomplish during the
sessions
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Foster the collective autonomy –
At the beginning of the process, the group may require
more structure and support in the sessions. Along the
process, the facilitator should take the daily situations as
opportunities to take decisions collectively, with the aim of
improving the skills of all members of the group, letting it
go while the group regulate itself in a respectful way. This
freedom rise, but it also supposes higher responsibilities.
You take into account that the process is a collective
laboratory of real life. Therefore, it is good to take the
different sessions as an opportunity, so that participants
can take decisions without the fear of failing, proving
themselves in new situations or situations faced before
which they could not face properly, and together with all
the group, finding a way to solve these situations.
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Allow the “mistake"
In order to improve the communication skills with the
group, you should allow the group to “try” an exercise,
even though there can be some mistakes while carrying it
out.
This will foster participants not to give up when they face
an obstacle in any kind of situation and by getting it right
second or even third time around they realise they need to
trust the process.
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A.C., young person, Taller d’Art, Cultura i Creació
I found out about the SCRIPT project through a friend of the youth worker
who leaded the sessions of the HANDBOOK, since before I was
volunteering with the NGO “Pallapupas” at the children hospital for several
years, but it was only for people under 18 years old.
When I turned 18 years old, I wanted to participate in some group and to
take advantage of my experience there, to help the new group and to
continue learning. Thus, when the youth worker of the NGO “Pallapupas”
told me about the possibility to participate at SCRIPT, I felt motivated,
since for me, theatre gives me life; it allows me to express myself in ways
than I did not know before, and I could help a new group of theatre.
In the introduction meeting we had to talk about the pilot of SCRIPT, the
youth workers told me and the other young people interested in the
project, that we would have the role of “supporter of the creation process”.
We would support the youth workers leading theatre sessions with the
teenagers that use to attend the activities carried out at the youth center
“El Forat” based in Barberà del Vallès (municipality nearby Barcelona,
Spain).
Then, sometimes I collaborated in the dinamization of the theatre
exercises when we divided the big group of teenagers in smaller ones or I
had to moderate an assembly; sometimes I participated as another teen
member, and some other times I was asked to make some example, etc.
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Along the project, I also had a role as performer, concretely,
performing as an antagonist. In that piece, the antagonist must
improvise and know his role much more than learning a script, and
since teenagers did not have that kind of skills yet, I could play that
role. During the sessions, the youth worker was giving me some tips
of how to deal with the adolescents when they were not behaving
well, or when there was not commitment of the teenagers or the
other young people who had role as supporters. The anxiety I had at
the beginning of the project disappeared when I felt more
connected to the teenagers, and when I felt that they were listening
to me. Also, we were combining energizers with the theatre
exercises. I think that this training has been quite effective despite
the difficulty to make the theatre group to focus and the lack of
time we had to prepare a play. It is true that we could not finish the
play on time, but my experience has been satisfactory, working with
this group has strengthened my patience and has let me improve my
management of feelings. I think that we made a great work of
creation with the boys and girls, they have great ideas and they felt
confident to express their opinions, which I think says a lot about the
staff (in which I include myself) being caring, patient and
understanding. I think the creation overall was the best part.
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Yannis Kourtis – staff of USB – Dendropotamos, Thessaloniki
When implementing the SCRIPT program, you should be conscious
that the target group, you are going to manage, is composed of
participants coming from vulnerable situations, with different age,
backgrounds, and economic capabilities. Some of these people have
left school earlier, they are unemployed, and live in an isolated
condition. Most of them have a low education level, and they know
only the regular education systems, so they tend to not see the noformal activities as educational and to not recognize soft skills as
“skills”. Therefore, they underestimate the importance of their
active participation, and they don't understand the purpose of the
activities to improve and validate their competences. The youth
worker and facilitators should have in mind that the activities they
are going to implement should be planned in a way to be accessible
and understandable to all participants to assure their involvement
and the cohesion of the group. During our 2019 pilot of the SCRIPT
programme, we worked with a group of participants from the ROMA
community in Thessaloniki, aged between 17 and 24, which
presented low/middle level of education, and different backgrounds
and difficult family conditions. The biggest challenge in managing
the group was to make participants understand the relevance of noformal education in the improvement and validation of their skills
and to keep their active participation.
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Indeed, some of them asking for return for their participation, while
the women were not very willing in taking part in the activities, and
just three of them participated because of their partner in the
program. At the same time, it was very easy for the group to lose
the focus during the session, and when just one got distracted, also
the other ones followed. To manage the group, the other facilitators
and I decided to implement basic no-formal activities for groupbuilding, simple to follow, to guarantee a safe environment where
everybody was comfortable. The drama exercises were useful to
overcome the obstacles of linguistic barriers, which was one of the
main reason participants were not confident to take part in the
program. Each participant took part actively since all of them have
already experienced theatre, and it was easier for them to express
themselves by acting and start to get familiar with the group and
the facilitators. The exercises helped them to be more open and
starting to share their backgrounds and stories with the group. In
this way, we were made aware of the difficult situations participants
are living – some have a sort of employ, some unemployed, some
married, some with children and some of them with criminal
records. After the session, it was easier for participants to collect
their different experience and create their story for the pod play
connected with the dearest topic for them - the freedom to choose
for your life. In general, the experience was positive and all the
process helped participants to gain confidence and to recognize
their soft skills as useful for their work or everyday life.
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TRANSCRIPT
YOUTH WORKER:
“THE COURSE BEGAN 3 WEEKS AGO. EVERYTHING WAS GREAT, THE
PARTICIPANTS GOT ALONG WITH EACH OTHER, THEY INTERACTED
VERY WELL WITH THE PROGRAMME UNTIL NOW. EARLIER TODAY, 2
PARTICIPANTS FROM ONE OF THE GROUPS HAD A FIGHT IN THE
WALKING YARD, AND ARE NOW REFUSING TO TAKE PART IN THE
SESSION IF THE OTHER ONE PARTICIPATES. MOREOVER, THE
WHOLE GROUP HAS SPLIT IN 2 IN SUPPORT OF 1 OR THE OTHER… I
CAN’T TAKE SIDES AND DON’T KNOW HOW TO MANAGE THE
ESCALATING CONFLICT… WHAT CAN I DO?”
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Situations such as this one described within the film can be very
common - particularly with the plethora of complex needs the SCRIPT
young people may have, and the wide range of potentially challenging
outreach settings in which you may deliver the project…
As a group, or individually, have a think about ways in which this
particular youth worker could begin to overcome this problem.
Try brainstorming ideas on approaches, actions and exercises from
the SCRIPT Handbook the youth worker may find useful in this
situation.
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Have a think about your particular young people who will be participating
in SCRIPT, yourself and skills as a youth worker, and your particular
delivery setting.
What are the potential factors which may inform, influence and change
the group dynamics for these young people throughout the SCRIPT
process?
Try completing a SWOT analysis for the beginning, middle and end of the
SCRIPT process
S – consider the STRENGTHS or positives of your particular young people,
your skills as a youth worker, and your particular delivery settings in
relation to group dynamics.
W – consider the WEAKNESSES or areas for improvement – where do your
young people need the most support in this area and why?
O – consider the OPPORTUNITIES – what resources do you have available
to support you and what strategies/actions could you put in place at
different stages in the SCRIPT process in to build, maintain and improve
group management?
T – THINGS TO CONSIDER – Is there anything which could negatively
impact on the management of the group throughout the process? Is there
any further action you need to take in order to be prepared e.g gain
further/specific information from the delivery setting?
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INTRODUCTION

The confidence of participants during the SCRIPT programme is
undoubtedly one of the most important factors when working with the
marginalised young people the curriculum is designed for. The young
people engaging with the programme will often have a tumultuous
background and could potentially have issues that would affect their
confidence - both in themselves, and in third parties (i.e people in
authority e.g youth workers), such as:
- low self confidence/esteem
- some of our young people may not have a great awareness of their
own skills and strengths.
- lack of self worth
- participants may have gone through some experiences that has
damaged their own opinion of themselves.
- negative self association
- through some of the experiences that young people may have gone
through they may associate themselves with negative ideas and
actions, and this could affect their journey.
- suffering past physical and social traumas
- we may find that some participants have mental and or physical
damager due to their traumatic lives and this could affect their
reactions to certain approaches and third parties.
It is therefore paramount that SCRIPT facilitators look to both track
and lift the confidence of our young people as much as possible!
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When working with young people who often feel disparaged it does
not take a lot for confidence they have gained to diminish.
This highlights the need to constantly be aware of growing and
shrinking levels of confidence within cohorts
Unlike some regular programmes that are designed to place focus
heavily on raising the confidence of participants solely nearer the
beginning of the project, SCRIPT is specifically designed to engage
young people who's journey to gaining self confidence and confidence
in others is not linear.
The growth of confidence within marginalised participants of this
project will ebb and flow throughout their journey, and will not be the
same for any two participants due to various factors such as:
- Which of the different learning challenges within the SCRIPT
curriculum they are facing.
- The specific needs of the group
- depending on the establishment/area the programme is running
groups of participants may have specific needs/conditions they must
adhere to.
- The specific needs of the individual
- some individuals may have specific physical or emotional needs.
Often these needs are related to their past experiences.
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Practitioners play a huge role in developing the confidence of
participants during the SCRIPT programme by:
- Encouraging young people who do not feel they have the ability or
skills to take part to do so.
- Discouraging opposition to participation in a positive way.
- Encouraging young people to be involved in new forms of informal
learning and nurturing their progress.
With the correct encouragement from practitioners, showing their
commitment and confidence in the programme, participants
confidence will flourish in both a personal and social manner.
Participants confidence in the practitioners of SCRIPT will reignite their
belief in service providers and able them to grow into strong
participants in society.
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Baseline needs assessment
Practitioners should complete a baseline needs assessment with
every participant at the beginning of the process as to gain a better
understanding of any needs that participants may have that will
affect their engagement levels, relationships between the
participants within the group, and establish any further support they
may need.
A SCRIPT baseline needs assessment has been annexed to this
module, however please feel free to use your own template if you feel
more comfortable.
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Work with what you have Establish a support framework within the delivery setting, utilizing
the roles and responsibilities of existing agencies wherever
possible.
It is important to have clear communication within the delivery
setting to–
1. Allow the facilitator to be aware of any incidents which may
happen away from the session, when practitioners are not in
attendance. It is possible there may have been an incident during a
period between sessions that may have an impact on an individual
or the group as a whole.
2. If there is an incident in the session (eg a disclosure or a
disagreement between participants) a clear line of communication
and support framework within the delivery setting will ensure the
young people participating have a network of support away from
the session.
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Watch your language!
It is important when talking about certain aspects of the process
that practitioners are mindful of the language they use in order to
keep the process accessible.
For example - when talking about the participants, some people
may be more hesitant to be involved if they are referred to as
'actors' so it is important to use an alternative that will not make
people nervous about being involved.
Once participants grow in confidence and gain a level of
ownership of the project more artistic language may be
introduced.
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We’re a Team!
Always offer ways for participants to be involved in all
exercises. Some participants may initially be very cautious
about being involved in some of the ‘Creating the Content’
exercises, which require more improvisation from
participants.
Whilst the ‘Confidence’ section of the SCRIPT Handbook
offers exercise to begin to overcome this, offering an
alternative, somewhat indirect, way for participants to be
involved still allows them to be functioning members of the
group whilst move at their own pace.
An example of this may be during improvisations, those
participants to who are reluctant to become directly
involved may wish to make a note of points of interest
within the improvisation, or suggest plot points they would
like to see which may be important to the storyline. By
remaining involved and engaged, their confidence will grow,
leading to further participation in the future.
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'Theatre Company'
As the group grows in confidence, become invested and
begin to gain pride in what they are creating, it is a good
idea to begin calling them a 'Theatre Company'.
Often this brings a sense of realisation to the group that
they are beginning to achieve something they never
thought they could. Maybe the participants can name their
Theatre Company? Again creating ownership, and
recognition of positive growth, and improvement in
confidence.
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Respecting Performances
During the SCRIPT curriculum there are exercises which require
participants to stand up in front of their peers and improvise,
perform a scene they have been working on etc. is a big ask of
anyone!
For a lot of participants this can be a very daunting task to say the
least, which is why it is imperative that the facilitator creates an
atmosphere of support within the group.
This can be achieved by making sure that all members of the
group respect each other when performances are taking place by
everyone following some simple rules:
1. No talking while people are performing.
2. Every performance if followed by a clap.
3. No phones or any other devices to be used while people
perform.
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Delegation
As the process progresses and begins to take shape, it is a good
idea to delegate certain responsibilities to participants to do away
from the sessions, for example –
1. Make participants take sole responsibility for looking after their
own scripts, making sure they bring them to every session.
2. Suggest to the group they may wish to hold their own
rehearsals/line runs away from sessions in order to become more
familiar with the Pod Play
3. Perhaps asking a number of participants to come up with design
ideas for a poster for the Pod Play?
4. Asking participants to think about what music to use in the Pod
Play, or come up with a list of sound effects that are needed.
5. Create a list of ‘jobs to be done’ ready for the beginning of the
next session.
This list is just a few examples of activities which can be completed
between sessions, but the impact of trusting participants with
responsibilities cannot be underestimated, in terms of developing
their confidence within their own ability, and their self esteem.
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A.C., young person, Taller d’Art, Cultura i Creació
Before joining the SCRIPT project, I had done theatre since the first year
of high school and I was volunteer with the NGO “Pallapupas” at the
children hospital. I found theatre as a way to express myself in another
way, more freely, and theatre was helping me to open myself to the
others, becoming less shy and introvert.
However, SCRIPT was a challenge for me since I was told to support the
youth worker to lead some theatre exercises with adolescents that use to
attend the youth center “El Forat” in the afternoons and that was new for
me.
At the beginning of the pilot, there were also other young people over 18
years old like me to support the theatre sessions, but they were slowly
quitting coming for different reasons and their commitment with the
project was irregular, and that was creating me some anxiety, since I
needed more planned sessions.
In regards with the adolescents of “El Forat”, I had a good capacity of
connection with the teen members since the beginning; as I was only few
years older than the rest of the group, they found myself as a good
referent for the group, which helped me to feel more confident and thus,
to act as a responsible person. Even so, I could make jokes and make fun
too.
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Along the pilot I got more and more confident with the group and I was
able to communicate better with them; besides that, I could talk with the
youth worker who was leading the sessions (C.A.) on my way to the train
station, and he was giving me some tips that helped me to improve.In
some moments, though, I felt discouragement and anxiety because the
behavior of some group members was chaotic in some session or when
some member of the group did not fulfill a commitment. Even so, I
assisted the whole process, except some justified absence, like the
recording of the pod-play, as I had exams.
I felt happy when all group of adolescents decided together the topic of
the pod-play (incomprehension of LGTBI youngsters), and that we could
show the theatre play together with other groups in Barberà del Vallès, in a
public event.
Overall, SCRIPT has allowed me to face well the anxiety that was causing
me the fact of supporting C.A. to lead some theatre sessions with the
adolescents of the youth center “El Forat”.
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John Burns, Facilitator, No Place Productions

When implementing the SCRIPT programme, regardless of the setting, it is
almost certain that your group of participants will be of varying confidence
levels. Most groups will have a number of participants who want to be
involved as much as possible and in every single part of the process, these
young people will often spring from their seats when given the chance to
perform. At the other end of the scale we have those participants who are
reluctant to be as involved and often try to take the back seat in most
exercises during the process. This can often be an obstacle that is difficult to
overcome, but using the hints and tips its absolutely possible to get those
less outgoing members of your group to become fully fledged members of
the company.
During our 2019 pilot of the SCRIPT programme, we overcame a scenario
like this using subtle techniques proven to ease the more shy members of a
group into performance and allowing them to organically realise their
potential. One of the male members of the group, from a drug rehabilitation
centre, was a very shy and unassuming young man, he would attend every
single session on time and be respectful and polite to the facilitators and his
fellow company members, however took a backseat in nearly all activities
and exercises.
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Throughout the process myself and my fellow facilitators allowed him to be
as involved as he felt comfortable. This young man found pleasure in giving
suggestions during exercise to expand storyline, so that his fellow cast
members could expand on the world. Slowly but surely we encouraged him
to take more of an active roll in improvising, initially one on one with a
facilitator he looked up to, and eventually in front of the whole group. This
young man was initially sceptical of his ability as a performer and needed
much encouragement in order to eventually perform for his peers, but with
the help and support of not only the facilitators but the group as a whole he
eventually took on the lead roll in the Pod-Play 'Return Ticket'. The
confidence this young person gained through their journey on the SCRIPT
programme spilled over into his recovery and personal life. He began to
take more care of his appearance, he began to take on rolls within the
establishment that needed much responsibility and he began to look for
external ways he could continue his learning outside of the rehabilitations
centre. This young man signed up to volunteer in his own time and also
joined an amateur dramatics group so that once he left the rehab he could
continue his journey.All of this came from the careful use of techniques to
encourage an initially shy young man to come out of his shell and be a
bigger and more active member of the group, Once myself and my fellow
facilitators were able to enthuse this young person he then began to gain
huge self confidence in himself both as a performer and member of the
SCRIPT team and also as person on a journey to recovery.
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YOUNG PERSON
“I REALLY LIKE THE DYNAMICS. I ENJOY BEING GERE AND I REALLY
APPRECIATE YOUR EFFORT... BUT... I DON'T SEE HOW THIS IS GOING TO
HELP ME!? I HAVE OTHER THINGS TO DO, AND I SEE NO PROGRESS. I
THINK I'M GONNA QUIT!"
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When some participants don’t see immediate results or progression
within the SCRIPT program, this can often damage their self confidence,
which sometimes leads to reactions like the one seen in the film.
As a group, or individually, have a think about ways in which you as a
youth worker would try to build the self confidence, and self belief of this
young person, to try and convince them not to quit.
Try brainstorming ideas on approaches, actions and exercises from the
SCRIPT Handbook which may be useful in this situation.
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Have a think about your particular young people who will be
participating in SCRIPT, yourself and skills as a youth worker, and your
particular delivery setting.
What are the specific needs of your young people in this area? Try
completing a SWOT analysis for the beginning, middle and end of the
SCRIPT process
S – consider the STRENGTHS of your particular young people – where and
how are they most confident? Consider their confidence levels within
themselves, in their support systems (including the delivery setting), and
their confidence in you!
W – consider the WEAKNESSES or areas for improvement – where do your
young people need the most support and why?
O – consider the OPPORTUNITIES – what resources do you have available
to support you and what strategies/actions could you put in place at
different stages in the SCRIPT process in order to improve the participants
confidence?
T – THINGS TO CONSIDER – Is there anything which could negatively
impact on the young people’s confidence throughout the process? Is there
any further action you need to take in order to be prepared e.g gain
further/specific information from the delivery setting?
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INTRODUCTION
Communication on various levels is paramount during the SCRIPT
process. It is a constant and it is happening on a multitude of levels;
between the facilitators themselves, between facilitators and the
participants and between the facilitators and the delivery setting. It is
vitally important that practitioners are aware of the various things that
may affect the communications between themselves and participants,
how to nurture participants and encourage their growth and
communication skills, and how to deal with issues that may arise as a
result of certain exercises.
The SCRIPT curriculum is designed to develop the level of
communication and understanding of its participants – both on a 1-2-1
level, and between them and the wider community, and understanding
different points of view and cultures they may come into contact with
on their personal journeys.
SCRIPT's techniques will allow for the participants to develop a
confidence and willingness to express themselves in a manner which
will allow them to become greater contributors on a civic and social
level.
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Practitioners will both nurture and support the participants through the
process, developing the young people’s understanding of different
communication methods, when they can be most powerful, when and
what methods of communication can be effective, their understanding
of the limitations of certain communication techniques and developing
their understanding of communication as individuals as well as a
group.When faced with participants who have limitations regarding their
communication and understanding, it is important for facilitators to
practice patience and understanding, and remembering…The SCRIPT project is designed for MARGINALIZED young people,
therefore they may have been through experiences in the past that have
influenced their development on a social level and their communication
and understanding skills may have suffered as a result.The delivery
setting may affect the participants communication and understanding,
e.g. when implementing a project in prison, the young people may not
only come from a marginalized background, but live in an environment
in which they may have to communicate in a different way than if they
were in a community setting. Some groups of young people taking part
in the project may come from communities and cultures that informs
the methods in which they communicate and/or their parameters of
understanding.
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Exercises within the SCRIPT Handbook are specifically designed to use
fictional characters and scenarios to not only develop content for the
Pod Play, but as a safety net through which participants can explore
their own experiences, relationships and view points, without having to
directly talk about them in public.
This safety net allows for a greater level of expression from participants,
without feeling emotionally exposed to the rest of the group. Whilst this
technique promotes greater understanding of ones own experiences
through reflection, distancing and group discussions (again through
discussing the fictional characters & scenarios), it can also lead to
personal disclosures – both positive and negative. Practitioners should
remain mindful and receptive to this possibility, whilst following their
own safeguarding standards and procedures.
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Baseline needs assessment
Practitioners should complete a baseline needs assessment with
every participant at the beginning of the process as to gain a better
understanding of any needs that participants may have that will
affect their communication and understanding to establish any
further support they may need.A SCRIPT baseline needs assessment
has been annexed to this module, however please feel free to use
your own template if you feel more comfortable
Group Agreements
By having the pre agreed upon 'Group Agreements' ever present
within sessions, referring to them on a regular basis and encouraging
participants to take ownership of THEIR agreements, facilitators can
use this tore-enforce positive attitudes towards communication and
understanding. Facilitators should not be afraid to return to the
agreements and add to them as the process continues.
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Participant Literacy
Working with marginalized groups of young people can often mean
that their literacy skills are limited. In exercises that require writing,
Facilitators should always scribe first so as to not make participants
feel too pressured. Although we will have completed a baseline
needs assessment, some participants may not feel comfortable
disclosing literacy (or any other) issues early on in the project before
they have built up a level of trust with the practitioners.
Therefore, it is important that the facilitator remains receptive to
potential literacy issues that may not have been disclosed by
participants.
If, as the process continues, you feel that literacy is not a limitation
for your participants, feel free to ask your young people to scribe
when needed.If there are literacy issues with 1 or more participant,
we recommend removing all reading and writing elements of the
exercises.
Please see ‘Creating the Content Hints and Tips’ for more
information on how to do this.
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Be prepared With the SCRIPT curriculum being designed with a view to building
soft skills and developing and nurturing the participants trust levels,
we should always be prepared for potential disclosures from the
young people.
If practitioners take a disclosure from a young person, treat them
with understanding and sensitivity, following your organisations safe
guarding procedure.
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Stick around!
We know we’re all really busy, but it’s a great idea for practitioners to
make time both before and after the session to be present outside of
session activities for young people to approach you and chat if they
need to.
Some young people may not feel comfortable talking about various
issues in a group setting and may feel more comfortable connecting
on a one to one basis. It doesn’t have to be a long time – just a
couple of minutes before and after a session can make a huge
difference. If this isn’t possible, if you have a break in the session, try
and make yourself available and open to chat then.
Using music during these times can really help too! – please see
‘Management of Groups – Hints & Tips’ section for more information.
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Listening Event
Holding an event at the end of the project, in which participants can
play their completed Pod Play publicly to peers and guests is a great
way to affirm all of their hard work.
Such an event gives the young people a great sense of pride, is a
great reward for all of their hard work and dedication throughout the
whole process, and allows both them and their progress to be
celebrated!
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A.C., young person, Taller d’Art, Cultura i Creació
I found out about the SCRIPT project through a friend of the youth worker
who leaded the sessions of the HANDBOOK, since I was volunteering with
the NGO “Pallapupas” at the children hospital.
I have always been shy and introvert, and I started doing theatre regularly at
the first year of high school, without counting the lessons of theatre I did at
school since theatre was helping me to express myself in another way, more
freely. For me, theatre gives me life; it allows me to express myself in ways
than I did not know before, and therefore, I am improving my communication
skills thanks to the theatre.
However, even though I had participated in theatre sessions with the NGO
“Pallapupas”, with which I used to volunteering at the children hospital,
SCRIPT represented a challenge for me, since I was with adolescents and
other young people that I did not know, and I was out of my comfort zone.
Since in the SCRIPT project the age to participate was from 18 years old, but
the activities done at the youth center “El Forat” were addressed to
adolescents, TACC gave me and some other young people the chance to act
as supporters of the youth workers to lead some exercises of theatre with the
adolescents.
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At the beginning of the project that was causing me some anxiety,
because I thought that the adolescents would not listen to me, but with
the help of the youth worker (C.A.), I felt more accompanied and he was
giving me some tips of how to talk with the adolescents of the youth
center “El Forat”. In fact, usually we talked about the session on our way
to the train station.
With the sessions passing, I got more confident with the group and I
could communicate better with the others. However, the problem I
found is that the other young people were not coming constantly for the
SCRIPT theatre sessions, and maybe it would have been better if I had
some moment to talk and to plan the sessions with the youth worker.
Having had a specific moment reserved to our coordination would have
let me be more prepared to support him leading some exercises with the
adolescents.
During the theatre sessions we decided the topic of the play, having
changed from the topic of incomprehension as a youngster to specify it
in terms of LGTBI incomprehension, and it was good, as it was a group
decision. Also, at the end of the sessions, we collaborated with other
groups in Barberà del Vallès in a theatre play, and we had de chance to
show the theatre play we had worked at along the project.
I consider that SCRIPT allowed me to control and to face well the anxiety
that affected me when trying to support the leading of some sessions
with the adolescents of the youth center “El Forat”.
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Rachel Worsley, Practitioner, No Place Productions

Communication throughout the SCRIPT programme is one of the most
important factors when delivering a successful project. Communication
between practitioners, between practitioners and participants and between
participants themselves. As the SCRIPT programme is designed with a
target audience that includes some of the most marginalised young people
in our communities, it is completely possible that some of your young
people may struggle with even the rudimental forms of communication.
Then marginalised young people taking part may have never had the
opportunity to be part of as project like SCRIPT, and this may be one of the
biggest achievements they has made.For some of these young people to
commit to a process like this and stick to it regardless of everything they
may be going through both physically and emotionally is nothing short of
commendable. A lot of these young people may have serious issues at
home or you may find that some of these young people suffer with
physical issues due to drug or alcohol abuse.
During our 2019 SCRIPT programme implemented at Phoenix Futures
residential rehab facility in the UK, we decided to do something that would
give their young people a chance to be celebrated, some for the first time.
The participants at the rehab were some of the most marginalised young
people you will ever meet.
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Struggling with addiction to substances, physical disabilities due to drug or
alcohol abuse and some coming from the poorest socio economic
backgrounds imaginable, for these young people to achieve what they did
and come so far in such a short period of time was outstanding and our team
wanted to give them an opportunity to showcase their achievement. After
consulting all members of the cohort, we decided to hold and event which
would be called a ‘listening event, an opportunity for the members of the
cast to show their peers, the staff at the facility and invited guests how all of
their hard work and commitment had come into fruition. Some of the house
members and staff were only aware if the basic processes of what SCRIPT
members were doing so this event was a great opportunity to show them
the SCRIPT world.
On the final session of the SCRIPT process, all members of staff and non
project members were invited to the event, as they entered the room all
chairs were arranged into an audience, as if they were to watch a show. Each
chair had a small programme on which had the name of the Pod-Play on and
the cast list. All members of the cast sat at the front of the audience facing
them, almost like a panel of experts. Before the listening section began one
of the more confident members of the group stood up and gave some
context to what the audience was about to listen to.
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After the pod-play ended members of the cast took questions from their
peers on how it felt to be part of such a great project. This gave cast
members the opportunity to express what being part of SCRIPT meant to
them.
Participants expressed in great detail how they could not be more proud
and how this project was one of the best things they had ever done.
People who were not part of the project expressed their disappointment
they did not take part in the process when given the opportunity and said
that they would if it ever ran in the establishment again.
By holding a listening event we give those young people who may have
never been celebrated before an opportunity to feel a sense of
achievement and pride surrounding what they have done.
It gives these participants a chance to recognise that with commitment
and patience they too can achieve something they set their mind to.
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I CAN'T STAND THIS ANYMORE! ALL THE TIME FEELING ANXIOUS,
NERVOUS AND PRESSURE. I'M FEELING THAT MY SUPERVISORS
AREN'T ACCEPTING MY OPINIONS, AND THE RULES-BASED
SYSTEM DOESN'T WILL THEM TO CHANGE ANYTHING. THEY JUST
USE THEIR AUTHORITY! I'M TRYING MY BEST, BUT IT'S NEVER
ENOUGH - EVEN THOUGH I COME OUT WITH SO MANY IDEAS. I
FEEL LIKE I WANNA GIVE UP. THERE'S NO COMMUNICATION. IN
THE END... MAYBE I HAVE THE PROBLEM?
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Working in front line outreach delivery within potentially challenging
delivery settings can be a difficult job, especially if your supervisors are
not willing to listen to your view point and experiences.
As a group, or individually, have a think about ways in which this youth
worker in the film could communicate more effectively with their
supervisors, and overcome their frustrations so they can focus their
efforts upon the SCRIPT delivery.
Try brainstorming ideas on approaches, actions which may be useful in
this situation.
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Have a think about your particular young people who will be participating in
SCRIPT, yourself as a youth worker, your particular delivery setting
and/supervisors.
What are the specific communication needs of each of these groups? What can
you put in place in order to assist and improve effective communication
throughout the process, as well build upon existing skills? Try brainstorming
your ideas.
We recommend conducting a SWOT analysis for your specific young people
participating in SCRIPT, in which you consider theirSTRENGTHS in this area
WEAKNESSES - areas in which they may need further/additional support
OPPORTUNITES - what resources do you have available to provide that
additional support, and what actions/ methods and SCRIPT Handbook
exercises can you use to build these skills?
THINGS TO CONSIDER – what could negatively effect their ability to
communicate effectively? Is their any further action you need to take?
You may also want to conduct a SWOT analysis to further understand your
own communication needs, that of your supervisors and delivery setting. This
doesn’t need to be shared with anyone, but may prepare you for potential
challenges you may face.
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INTRODUCTION
Creating Content is the 'Nuts & Bolts' of the SCRIPT programme, as it’s
in this stage of the process in which the young people will generate the
content for their final Pod Play.
Throughout this stage we will be generating storylines, creating
characters, exploring relationships and developing worlds in order to
create our Pod-Play's script.Through the use of SCRIPTS expertly
developed exercises in the 'Creating Content' section, facilitators can
guide the young people on their creative journey as they develop an
end product they can truly be proud of. Throughout the creative
process the facilitators role is one of guidance. It is our practitioners’ job
to steer the process of generating the worlds and characters created by
the young people through the Handbook exercises, within the
particular constraints in which they are delivering the program, e.g
- The time frame of delivery (i.e number of sessions, frequency of
sessions)
- The delivery setting
- The demographic of the young people participating
- The skills and needs of the young people participating
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The facilitator has a duty to give the young people a platform through
which they can make their voices heard. The marginalized young people
with which the SCRIPT curriculum aims to engage with very rarely have
the opportunity to tell their stories, discuss issues that are important to
them or even to talk about things that interest them!
With the correct use of the SCRIPT tools and methodology, you will have
the skills to give these young people their chance to express themselves
in a creative and artistic way.It is during this stage of the process that you
may need to do more thinking away from the session in preparation. This
will usually be in the form of looking over any notes that you have made
within the session of characters created, relationships, scenarios, or
‘worlds’ - establishing links between them for further exploration through
improvisation exercises within the session.
Of course, this thinking can always be done in the session with the
participants too – it just depends upon how much time you have to deliver
the program, and how confident you are with leading a drama based
learning program… whatever makes you most comfortable within your
delivery.
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Throughout the creative process the willingness of the participants to
be involved in the creative process will vary, and there are many
exercises within the Handbook to encourage participation.It is
important to understand that there are many elements to the creative
process, for example –
- Choosing music
- Designing publicity material for the Pod Play (i.e posters etc)
- Structuring scenes to create a narrative
- Acting and directing scenes
This is by no means exhaustive, and it is the facilitators role to nurture
the areas the individual participants are most interested in, to give all
young people the opportunity to be involved in the way they most feel
comfortable in doing so. During the creative process, with the correct
use of the handbook, the plot or storylines of Pod-Plays will almost
always reflect the passions and interests of the young people
participating. Through following the exercises, this will happen
naturally, creating a Pod Play which is truly reflective of the participants
as individuals and as a group –
THEIR words, THEIR work, THEIR voice, giving complete ownership of
the Pod Play to the young people
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Make a note
Facilitators should be mindful of making notes of everything!! Whilst
it is good practice to record the exercises delivered in each session
anyway, in terms of ‘Creating the Content’, facilitators should–
1. Follow the instructions. In the Handbook exercises which ask you
to make notes of characters, relationships, situations created – make
sure that you do! This will allow you to begin to identify potential
links to develop a narrative
.2. Use your initiative. If interesting characters, relationships or
situations emerge in an exercise that do not explicitly ask you to
make a note, it would still be a good idea to do so.
Re-visit
Don’t be afraid to re-visit exercises in which the participants are
responding well to, or you find useful when generating creative
content… People find different methods more useful than others
within the creative process, so if you find one works well for your
group, don’t be afraid to stick with it!
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Keep your eye on the end goal!
Be mindful that we are creating a Pod Play, therefore all exercises
need to be moving participants towards this end goal. The creative
material generated, therefore, needs to be translatable into an audio
medium – for example, a character may enter a room with heavy
shopping bags and put them on the table. If we were creating a
stage play, we would be able to see that the bags were heavy from
their size, and the way the character moved and struggled while
carrying them.
In a Pod Play, we cannot see anything – all we have are our ears,
therefore, the character would need to verbalise this in some way.
This could be done through something as simple as the character
saying ‘Oh these bags are heavy!”… maybe even having the sound
effect of placing the heavy bags on the table…?
This may seem basic, but it could become tricky if it was left until
just before recording before it became a consideration.The facilitator
should be mindful of the audio nature of the Pod Play from the
beginning of the process.
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Be fair
As characters and storylines begin to emerge through ‘Creating the
Content’ exercises, we recommend that initially the facilitator keeps
swapping the young people in and out of the different roles, so each
person has an opportunity to create and develop each character.
However, there will inevitable come a time within this stage of the
process in which you will need to delegate parts ready for rehearsing
and recording. Usually this organically emerges, as the young people
will naturally find the character that they are most comfortable with.
In the occasions in which it doesn’t, before you assign roles, we
recommend that you develop more scenes for some of the roles
which have fewer lines.
By doing this before, it will mean that each character now has an
equal role within the Pod Play, and therefore, the young people will
be happier to be assigned to a role.
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It belongs to them!
The exercises within the SCRIPT Handbook enable the young people
to generate the content that they wish to. As much as possible, we
have steered away from the content/issues explored being
suggested or led by the facilitator. In this way, the Pod Play is a true
reflection of what the young people want to explore, rather than
what the facilitator thinks they should explore.
However, we recognise that for some youth workers, trusting the
young people to lead the material could initially be quite nerve
wracking – particularly if the facilitator is not experienced leading
drama based learning programs.
If as a facilitator, you don’t feel confident enough to do this, we
recommend you possibly bringing in some visual stimulus for the
young people to begin the creative process?... Maybe pictures,
magazine or newspaper articles… something which will enable you to
set the ‘tone’, whilst still adhering to the SCRIPT methodology.
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Ideas
In the early stages of ‘Creating the Content’, every idea is a good
idea! Try and explore as many suggestions from participants as
possible to ensure all feel included, to build their self-confidence of
their creative ability, and generate the narrative building blocks
which is truly reflective of the whole group.
Once links between characters, relationships and situations have
emerged, and you begin to cement the storyline through exercises
such ‘Cross Improvisations’ and ‘Refining the Narrative’, don’t be
afraid to encourage participants to solely explore ideas within this
framework, and work with the narrative as decided and agreed upon
as a group.
Whilst initially this may seem restrictive, this presents an important
learning challenge for participants, stimulating skill development
and growth – particularly within social and civic competences.
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Being creative safely
As the exercises within the Handbook empower the young people to
explore the ideas that they wish to, there may be times in which they
will explore issues which are potentially sensitive. When this happens,
it is the judgement of the practitioner to determine whether to
continue with this issue. If you decide not to, we advise being honest
with the group members, giving reasons for your determinations and
answering any questions that they may have. If you decide to continue,
we would suggest drawing the groups attention to the group
agreements. It is the duty of the practitioner to make sure that all
dialogue, storylines and worlds are age appropriate, sensitive and
responsible.
If you decide to explore the issue within an improvisation exercise,
here are a few hints –
1. In this instance, the facilitator should explain to the participants what
they want to explore in this improvisation – giving them a start and
end point.
2. Following this, ask who would like to be involved in the
improvisation. If no one is willing, leave the issue and move onto
something else. Only use willing participants in the improvisation.
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3. Make clear to the participants that you are all in control of the
improvisation. If at any time either you or the participants want to stop,
you can say ‘stop’ or raise your hand.improvisation and for respecting
the group agreements.
4. If other group members are watching the improvisation, make clear
that they are to respect the performance and participants.
5. If you have 2 or more facilitators in the session, we recommend 1 of
the facilitators taking part in the improvisation with the participants.
6. After the improvisation, make sure you have a de-brief as a group.
Chat about how each of the participants characters felt. Other group
members should be encouraged to contribute, giving positive feedback
on interesting/useful dialogue generated, or any interesting plot points
7. Following an improvisation such as this, we recommend either having
a break in the session (again, making sure you are open and available to
chat should any group member want to talk with you), or if this isn’t
possible, we recommend playing a fun ‘warm up’ exercise.
8. The group as a whole should be thanked for taking part in
the improvisation and for respecting the group agreements.
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Music!
Music can be used throughout different stages of the process to
achieve different outcomes - which is discussed throughout the
relevant modules. Within ‘Creating the Content’, music is particularly
useful in 2 ways–
1. Promoting creative thinking – music can be played under exercises
to evoke certain feelings/moods within the group and create the
feeling of different settings or ‘worlds’. This helps the participants
focus in and immerse themselves within the creative process,
making it easier to come up with new, cohesive ideas
.2. Bringing together the narrative – using music between scenes
really helps to bring the whole Pod Play together, making it a more
dramatic, and enjoyable experience for the listener.
Please visit www.scripteu.com to listen to some examples of Pod
Plays created through the SCRIPT methodology.
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Developing a Script –
Once you have established and cemented the narrative and scenes, you
may decide that your participants create a written script of the dialogue for
each scene. A written script is useful for a couple of reasons –
1. It cements the dialogue agreed by the group.
2. It makes it easier to identify where there may be ‘gaps’ in the narrative,
and/or where scenes need to be expanded upon.
3. It makes the recording process a lot easier, as everyone knows exactly
what happens and when within the Pod Play.
4. It formalises the process for the young people participating – giving
them a sense of professionalism and a feeling of “we’re actually doing it”!!
For examples of what an audio script looks like, please visit
www.scripteu.com for examples of transcripts of some Pod Plays.
If your participants have varying literacy skills, you may decide not to do
this. In this case, please see the next ‘Hint & Tip’. If you do decide to create
a script for the Pod Play, don’t be surprised if initially upon the 1st reading
you encounter some resistance from the participants. More often than not,
1st readings always feel clumsy, difficult and awkward and participants can
almost feel like they have taken a step backwards on their journey.
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This feeling is not unique to the SCRIPT program, nor is it unique to the
target user either! The 1st reading feeling is even felt by professional actors!
It will be tempting to abandon the formal script and continue improvising,
however (depending on your group literacy skills) we would encourage you
not to do this.
Having a script presents an important stage in the process, and the
learning challenge is valuable. Not only will participants hear and feel their
progress each and every time they read through, but having a script is a
physical representation of what they have achieved thus far.
In order to ease this transition, we would recommend briefing the
participants before their 1st reading. Explain the use in having a written
script, and that although it may feel difficult initially, but that it will become
easier. Repetition will be your friend here. The more you read through as a
group, the better. Each time, you may feel like you can give 1 or 2 notes for
improvement, but no more. Don’t overwhelm them!
We would also recommend you ask your participants to keep reading their
script away from the session too.As soon as they begin to hear progress,
their scepticism will leave, and their trust in themselves, you and the
process will be even stronger,
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Participant Literacy –
As mentioned in ‘Communication and Understanding’, working with
marginalized groups of young people can often mean that their literacy
skills are limited. If there are literacy issues with 1 or more participant, we
recommend removing all reading and writing elements of the exercises.
Within this stage of the process, this can seem quite tricky – especially
when it comes to cementing the narrative, scenes, and potentially
creating a script for the Pod Play ready for recording.We have 2 ways to
overcome this –
1. Facilitator notes! It will be even more crucial for you to keep notes of
scenes that have been improvised, characters that have been created,
relationships explored, worlds created. This is so you can identify links,
and recap and remind the participants of what they have created, in
order to build upon this and establish and cement the narrative.
2. Repetition! In order to avoid developing a written script ready for
participants to follow for the recording process, repeat improvisations of
each of the scenes until the participants have almost memorized the
‘agreed’ dialogue ready for recording.
Give it a name!
Every creative works needs a name, and the Pod Play created is no
exception. As always, the participants should lead the process and the
name should come from them.
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Young Person from Timisoara Prison, Romania

How creating a pod-play content made me want to reach out to my victim
I few months ago I have started the pre-release program and together with
Mrs. X my social worker, we started talking. Actually, I don’t like talking.
Talking got me in trouble. Talking made me hurt people because they just did
not listen. And I have stopped talking because my friends here said it made
me weak. But Mrs. X knows all this and she still tries to have a chat with me
once in a while, even if she is very busy with the rest of the guys here. There
are so many stories from them, that I think there is no place for my story to
be told. One morning Mrs. X told me she has a plan to help me share my
story and I did not liked her idea. Made me feel stupid and like a child. What
was that all about us sitting in a circle and looking all sorry. It was like you put
praying circles and interrogatory and confession all together. The only thing
missing was us to start singing. I hated the idea and the first 5 minutes of the
actual things. It was weird. And there were two girls from outside. That one
really ticked me off, why would Mrs. X open us up like this?
The first time we had this meeting was a total mess. Those girls kept on and
on about what will we do and how fun it is going to be, but in the end they
really did ask about what we want and what was our feeling and that felt nice.
Slowly slowly we did really got to be a team and at one point we stopped
noticing that the girls were from outside. They were just like Mrs.X
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After a few times meeting and joining all kind of games, we have
realized the games made us think and made us talk. But not talk like
Mrs.X wanted, just to sit in a chair and say stuff. Talk in our heads, and
the words would be ideas, and the moth the words came out by were to
be people. And than we would put our people from our heads together,
and they would be like alive. And do stuff. And take stuff from our souls
and make them be alive also. My people, from my head, wanted so bed
to get out and talk to the rest of the gang. And the only thing they
wanted to talk about was what is good and what is bad and what if we
are all good people that just to sometimes bad stuff and other times do
decent stuff. Once I shared one that this, some of my friends said that
they were thinking about it too. Making the play was cool and fun and
helped a lot. But what was totally unexpected for me, one day after
making the play, talking to Mrs. X I just blurted out that I was sorry, and I
just could not stop saying what I was sorry for. It was just like those
people in my head that came alive in the play, took out with them
something. And left me to decide what to do with my sorry.
Together with Mrs. X we decided to think about writing a letter and send
it together with the play, to a place where people I have hurt can see.
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Rachel Worsley, Practitioner, No Place Productions.
Throughout the creative process the young people taking part should,
through correct use of the handbook and it’s exercises, be able to
explore a plethora of issue that they feel they want to talk about. By
allowing the young people to talk about and explore the things that
they want it gives the whole process to them, it allows them to take
ownership of the piece and realise their stories are there to be told.
Although it is important to allow the creative process and
development of storylines and world emerge organically, it is
paramount that this is done with sensitivity. The young people who
will be taking part in the SCRIPT programme will often come from
backgrounds where they have had to endure things that may have
effected their mental health and well being, therefore some issues
that may arise naturally through the creative process could potentially
bring up issues and memories that could effect some members.
In 2019 during the initial pilot of the handbook, myself and my fellow
facilitators had to deal with one such incident where during the
improvisation process an issue arose that was very distressing for one
of the young people taking part in the project. Participants were
taking part in an exercise by where they create a picture by entering
the circle one at a time, each time the new participant stepped into
the picture they added a new layer which could change the pictures
meaning.
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As this particular picture developed naturally with young people
adding it began to take the shape of a funeral, a young person laying
on the floor, a gathering of others and a priest type figure above the
laying person. Normally this would be fine as long as the young
people could then unravel the story behind this image and tell the
group how they came to this story. This particular time though we
noticed that one of the young people who had not stepped into the
picture had become rather upset at the sight of the image.The young
female member of the group had grown very upset as she seen the
image become a funeral. I called a 5 minute break so they could talk
to the young person and check on their wellbeing, during which she
disclosed to the facilitators that her boyfriend had completed suicide
the previous year and the image brought back memories of the day of
his funeral. We took this time to sit with her and discuss any feeling
she wished to, gave her the opportunity to talk about anything she
wanted to and take time to get a hot drink. The young woman used
this time to discuss her feelings with the adults she had now grown to
trust and became calm and wished to continue with the process. Once
the participant had become calm and was able and willing to continue
with the day we then switched the exercise to one that was very light
hearted and gave the group the opportunity to have some fun.
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After the session I once more checked on the young person who
had since become very calm, they then took the opportunity to
speak to members of staff at the facility and make them aware that
there had been a safeguarding issue during the session and that
they may wish to keep an eye on the young woman as she bad
become distressed.
It is paramount that practitioners remain aware that although the
process is to be open and honest with all participants encouraged to
express themselves creatively and create stories and worlds they
want to discuss, the wellbeing of the participants must remain
number one priority at all times.
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YOUNG PERSON
RIGHT. I'M NOT HAPPY. DAVID IS TAKING COMPLETE CONTROL. HE'S
BOSSING EVERYONE AROUND. ALL THE SUGGESTIONS I'VE MADE HAVE
BEEN IGNORED. NO ONE IS LISTENING TO ME! WHAT'S THE POINT IN
ME BEING HERE?! I MIGHT AS WELL NOT COME NEXT WEEK. I THOUGHT
THIS WAS SUPPOSED TO BE A TEAM EFFORT... OBVIOUSLY NOT!
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Working with multiple individuals means that inevitably there will be
‘creative differences’– especially as the participants become more
invested within the process, and passionate about the pod play and their
contribution.
As a group, or individually, have a think about ways in which you as a
youth worker would manage the frustration of the young person in the
film, and how you could try and make all members’ voices heard during
this stage of the SCRIPT process.
Try brainstorming ideas on approaches, actions and exercises from the
SCRIPT Handbook which may be useful in this situation.
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Either individually, or as a group, have a listen to the pod plays created
through the development of SCRIPT on http://scripteu.com/pod-play/
These include pod plays made by young people across the UK, Greece,
Spain and Romania in a variety of delivery settings including – community
centres, prisons, young offenders institutions and residential drug and
alcohol rehab facilities.
Take notice of the wide range of topics and issues covered within the pod
plays, the styles, as well as the wide range of characters – ensuring every
young person felt their contribution was listened to, valued and
incorporated.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital recording is the final part of the SCRIPT program in which
participants produce the Podpay based on the content they have
created. The recording process includes different elements and
features, such as theatre, digital and music aspects, that the facilitator
should consider when they implement this last section.
In this stage, participants use all the information and drama technique
acquired through SCRIPT exercises to give life to their story, while,
improving technological skills by using a specific program for recording.
The role of facilitator, in this case, is to introduce participants to how to
use the software, the microphone and handcrafts to record their stories
and give a guideline on timing, how to properly use the music and
sounds, and how to editing.
During this process, the facilitator should consider that most of the
participants targeted by SCRIPT program are marginalized young
people without any experience with radio and digital tools for recording
and editing, so they have to transmit information in the way to be
understandable and accessible for everybody.
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During the final stage, facilitator should remind that Podplay is not just a
short radio play, indeed it is a tool for non-formal education to develop
participants creativity and expression through performing the story they
create. Thus, the facilitator, using the exercises of the Handbook, should
ensure that every participant, especially the ones who have more
difficulties in communication, are involved in the play, by acting or
contribution in the recording and editing process.
Also, the facilitator should be aware that some participants feel less
confident then others in recording and listening to their voices, especially
when they consider the language barres as a limitation to express
themselves freely.
In this case, before recording, you can use the Handbook to facilitate
exercises and games to increase participants confidence and help them
to express better their feelings and emotions, considering they have to
interpret a character by using only their voices.
These activities have also the function to create a trusted and
comfortable environment and to strengthen the relationships among
participants allowing them to better work together and to be convincing
during the performance and recording process.
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Timing
Podplay purposes to provide a product which entertains the public and
at the same time keep the attention focus on a specific topic for a few
minutes through the ancient art of the theatre. For this reason,
participants should be aware of the timing and record their story in
maximum five minutes.
Music and sound effects
The music and the sound effects play a relevant role because they
support the atmosphere, make listeners focus on the story and
accompany the performance by creating the perfect climax, but should
be perfectly planned to avoid to cover the dialogues among characters.
Before recording, participants should be planning the timing for the
music and for the sounds effect to give the perfect rhythm to the story
and helps the performance to be more realistic
Planning
A Podplay needs planning and a previous preparation to give the
impression that characters are real and the dialogues sound natural.
Thus, participants should be aware the Podcast contain the main
information about the plot, the characters and the topic of the story,
considering they have limited time for recording. Planning also
allows listeners to follow the storyline easily
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Exercising
Participants should always be conscious about the target group they
want to reach with their story during the recording process because it
helps actors to choose appropriate vocal expression, the words, and how
to set the music and sound effects according to their listeners. Indeed, if
the listeners are peers, it would be easy for participants to use vocal
expressions that are more close to their everyday life.
Microphone
When participants use the microphone for recording, it is very important
they sit close to the microphone to not get annoying from background
sounds.
Your voice
While creating the Podplay, participants should be aware their voices are
in the recording, and therefore, always present. Also, it is very common
while talking people tend to say “hmm”, “ahm” or “ahh”, and it can be
distracting for listeners. Participants can edit out their voices afterwards
but it is a long process, and it is much easier to practice the dialogues
before recording
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Copyrights
When recording a Pod-play and adding some music, it is important to
consult the legal aspects of copyright and royalties in the country, in
order to avoid some legal issues
Permission of participants
Make sure that participants authorize the dissemination of content
recorded by them.
Using Apps
By using few resources a Pod-play can be recorded and easy to edit.
Some examples of Apps are ‘Anchor’, ‘Castbox’. These two apps, for
instance, allow to upload the content to massive platforms as Spotify.
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Christos Tsakiris – ROMA Community – FAROS to Kosmou
I was invited to take part in the project SCRIPT by the youth
workers belonging to our ROMA community in Thessaloniki and
who works with other local organizations to bring no-formal
activities to our neighbourhood. When the youth workers came
with the staff of USB to talk about the project, I did not really
understand what does pod-play mean and which was the
purpose of the activities. They told me it is a combination of
radio show and drama play. I have never had any experience in
writing script and recording audio for the radio. I usually listen to
the radio when I am driving to have some music to keep me
company. On the other hand, I have already participated in
drama classes while I was in school. I had good memories for the
theatre group I used to meet after the regular classes since it was
one of the good reason to attend the school. It helped me to be
more confident and open with other peer and to take a break
from the problems and concerns of my everyday life. For this
reason, I decided to participate in the program even if I was not
convinced the drama exercises and games could help me to gain
useful skills to use at work, as they explained in the first meeting
we had.
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In the first part of the program, we meet the youth workers and
facilitators to taking part in drama exercises, and it helped me to
become more confident with the other participants and to
express myself openly. Once we get more familiar, we start to
think about the story we wanted to play for the radio show. We
realized that all of us had something in common in our
background, nobody of us had the freedom to choose our life,
because of the pressure from our family. By starting from this
point, we record a story for the pod-play that was representing
our feeling.
The recording was not easy since you have to play the drama
using your voice and close to the microphone. The experience
was positive since I had learned how to script a story, record,
editing, and posting a radio show, and also, I discovered I have
more other skills I was not taking in consideration such as,
presentation an ideas, speaking in front of an audience, working
with my team, respecting the schedule and the time to finish the
pod-play.
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Rachel Worsley, Practitioner, No Place Productions.
The recording process is the final stage of the SCRIPT programme
where young people digitally record their story which can then be
played back as their finished Pod-play. All of the young people’s hard
work during the process; improvisation, developing characters,
expanding story lines, picking music, creating a world, amongst others,
all come together to give us the basis for this final stage. What you
may find odd that throughout the process your young people will
initially be rustic and nervous when performing for each other, using
the script handbook and your experience as a youth worker you will
take them on a journey where they will become confident performers
and recite their story to the best of their abilities. Having said this the
process can be stunted somewhat once we move from the rehearsal
room to the recording room...
Myself and No Place Productions found that during our project in 2019,
at Phoenix Futures residential rehab, that although their young people
had developed a passion and fluency for performing as the characters
they had worked so hard to develop, when they were asked to record
their sections of the Pod-play they became somewhat jarred.
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In order to combat this stunt in the recording process, we did what is
know as a “table read”.
A table read is the cast members sitting around a table and reading
the Pod-play while stationary, this is the same way they will have to
perform during their recording session. By having table readings of
the Pod-play before the recording process it gives the young people
a chance to become familiar with stationary performance using only
their voices and emotions as opposed to their bodies. Once the
participants became comfortable performing in this manner, they
were then tentatively moved on to the recording stage of the
process.
The young people were assured that this was no different to the
table readings they had now become comfortable with and that they
need not worry as they could start again any time they wanted or
felt they needed to.
We found that by adding this stage between physical performance
and stationary recording it have their young people a safety net by
which they could become familiar with the next stage of the process
and it helped the overall quality of their pod-play.
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I DON'T KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENED, BUT I CANT SEEM TO GET MY
LAPTOP TO WORK! WE DON'T HAVE ANY EDITING SOFTWARE AND
THE MIC WON'T CONNECT!! I KNOW TODAY IS THE ONLY DAY WE
CAN RECORD AND I DON'T WANT TO LET THE YOUNG PEOPLE
DOWN... WHAT CAN I DO?
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Technical difficulties are never fun! Especially when you only have a
small amount of time you’re your young people to record the pod
play.
As a group, or individually, have a think about ways in which this youth
worker could overcome these obstacles to ensure the young people
could still record.
Try brainstorming ideas on approaches, actions, and alternative
recording methods which may be helpful in this situation.
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Recording can be as complicated or as simple as you like!
Why not try using some of the pod play transcripts provided on
http://scripteu.com/pod-play/ to practice different recording methods,
and find the recording style that works best for you and the parameters
of your available resources and delivery setting.
Why not try recording a scene via the ‘voice note’ application on your
mobile phone? Although it is recording at it’s most basic, it is still a very
effective method, and will prepare you in case you have limited access
to equipment.
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Suggested publications for further reading
Project Website http://scripteu.com/
Recording Hints and Tips ‘Logic Pro’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKOkpK36eBg
Theatre in Practice: A Student’s Handbook by Nick O’Brien and Annie
Sutton
Games for Actors and Non Actors by Augusto Boal
National Criminal Justice Arts Alliance, UK
https://www.artsincriminaljustice.org.uk/
The Empty Space by Peter Brook
Drama and Social Justice: Theory, research and practice in
international contexts (Routledge Research in Education)
Groupwork with Learning Disabilities: Creative Drama (Speechmark
Practical Manual) by Anna Chesner
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The baseline needs assesment is on the following 3 pages

